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a b s t r a c t

A phenomenological modelling approach has been developed to describe the massive transformation
and the formation of lamellar microstructures during cooling in binary g titanium aluminides. The
modelling approach is based on a combination of nucleation and growth laws which take into account
the specific mechanisms of each phase transformation. Nucleation of massive and lamellar g is described
with classical nucleation theory, accounting for the fact that nuclei are formed predominantly at a/
a grain boundaries. Growth of the massive g grains is based on theory for interface-controlled reactions.
A modified Zener model is used to calculate the thickening rate of the g lamellar precipitates. The model
incorporates the effect of particle impingement and coverage of the nucleation sites by the growing
phase. The driving pressures of the phase transformations are obtained from Thermo-Calc based on the
actual temperature and matrix composition. CCT diagrams and lamellar spacings calculated with the
model are in good agreement with experimental data obtained from dedicated heat treatment experi-
ments and from the literature. The model permitted investigating the influence of cooling rate, alloy
chemistry and average a grain size upon the amount of massive g and the average thickness and spacing
of the lamellae. In particular it indicates that the Al depletion of the a phase during lamellar precipitation
seems to play an important role in the suppression of the massive transformation at moderate cooling
rate and in the large lamellar spacings observed at low cooling rate.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Gamma titanium aluminide (g-TiAl) based alloys are very
interesting materials for structural applications at elevated
temperatures owing to the combination of high specific strength,
good oxidation, creep and fatigue resistance. These excellent
properties have made g-TiAl alloys good candidates for replacing
nickel based alloys in some gas turbine components. However, their
relatively poor ductility and fracture toughness remain important
obstacles for their practical application.

The ductility of g-TiAl alloys, as well as the yield stress, creep
and fracture resistance, can be considerably improved by a careful
control of microstructure formation [1–3]. The microstructure of g-
TiAl alloys is essentially composed of two phases: the L10 ordered g
phase and the a2 phase which is an ordered form (DO19) of the hcp
a phase stable at high temperature. Depending on the alloy
composition and processing conditions, different types of micro-
structure can be obtained. Low and moderate cooling rates lead
to the precipitation of g as parallel plates within the a matrix,
followed by the a / a2 ordering reaction. As a result of this
ian).
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transformation, the characteristic lamellar structure of TiAl is
produced. Rapid cooling leads to a massive transformation from
a to g. Other morphologies such as feathery or Widmanstätten g
have also been reported for intermediate conditions [4–6].

Although massive g microstructures do not have currently
engineering applications, it has been shown that they can be used
as a precursor to produce refined microstructures by subsequent
tempering in the aþ g phase field [7,8]. These microstructures,
which are composed of finely dispersed a2 plates with 4 variants,
exhibit better mechanical properties than parallel lamellae [7]. Due
to the competition with lamellar precipitation, the massive
microstructure forms only at relatively high cooling rates. The
critical cooling rate for the transition from lamellar to massive
microstructures can be a crucial parameter for the heat treatment
of large pieces where massive g may be difficult to obtain in the
core of the component. The critical cooling rate can be lowered by
the addition of heavy alloying elements such as Nb and Ta [9,10].

So far only few mathematical models have been proposed for
the description of phase transformations in g-TiAl. Analytical
expressions for nucleation and growth rates of the massive grains
[11–13] have been established. However, these expressions are not
sufficient to calculate the overall kinetics of the phase trans-
formation, which requires accounting for additional aspects such as
grain impingement and the decrease of nucleation rates due to site
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coverage. Phase field models, which also account for the effect of
stresses, have been proposed for the description of the lamellar
transformation [14,15]. Although very innovative, such an approach
is at present not applicable to complex alloys and large components
for computational time reasons. Also, it does not address nucleation
kinetics and possible competition with the massive transformation.

The objective of this contribution is to propose a phenomeno-
logical modelling approach for the description of the formation of
lamellar and massive microstructures in TiAl during cooling. Two
distinct models, for lamellar and massive microstructures, have
been developed and coupled in order to describe the competition
between these two microstructures. The coupled model permits
investigating the influence of alloy chemistry, cooling rate and
a grain size upon microstructural quantities such as the proportion
of lamellar and massive microstructures, the size and number
density of the massive grains, the lamellar spacing and phase
concentrations. The model can be used to calculate CCT or TTT
diagrams of TiAl alloys as a function of the composition and a grain
size. It can be implemented into heat flow solvers for the calcula-
tion of microstructure maps in heat treated components.
2. Background

The main physical mechanisms associated with the lamellar and
massive transformations are shortly reviewed here as they will be
used to formulate the assumptions of the model. It has been
established for some time that the a2þ g lamellar structure is the
result of a precipitation and ordering reactions rather than
a eutectoid transformation [16]. Nucleation of g precipitates in the
hcp a matrix is assisted by stacking faults obtained by the disso-
ciation of a dislocation into Shockley partials and normally occurs
on grain boundaries [17]. After nucleation, the precipitates, which
exhibit a Blackburn relationship with the matrix [17], expand along
a preferential crystallographic orientation at large velocity,
whereas they thicken at a much lower rate due to the partially
coherent interface. Both lateral and longitudinal extensions are
assisted by a ‘‘terrace–ledge–kink’’ mechanism [17]. It has been
shown through detailed analyses by atom probe field ion micros-
copy that partitioning occurs in the very early stage of the lamellar
transformation [18]. These studies indicate that the lamellar
transformation is a diffusion controlled phase transformation and
that both the lateral and longitudinal growth rates are limited by
the diffusion of alloying elements even in the very preliminary
stages. Since the transformation from the hcp structure to L10 can
be performed by the movement of partial dislocations on the
interface, the transformation can be assisted by a shearing process.
Stress is also believed to play a significant role in the fact that
lamellae usually grow in the form of colonies [14].

The a / g massive transformation in TiAl has also received
considerable attention, in particular regarding the aspects related
to nucleation. Although bulk nucleation has been reported [9,19], it
is generally accepted that nucleation of massive g occurs predom-
inantly at grain boundaries. Gamma nuclei generally exhibit
a Blackburn orientation relationship with one of the adjacent
a grains while they grow at the expense of the other grain by the
movement of highly mobile incoherent interfaces [20–22]. It has
been suggested also that lamellae nucleated on grain boundaries
serve as a precursor of massive g which would develop from the
incoherent interface of the lamella in the adjacent grain where it
has no orientation relationship [20]. Massive grains nucleated on
grain boundaries grow with a hemispherical morphology owing
to the immobile coherent interface with one of the adjacent
a grains [21,22]. Massive growth occurs at a high velocity which is
controlled by the mobility of interface and involves frequent
twinning events [22]. As growth proceeds, the grain boundaries are
progressively covered by massive grains and the nucleation rate
diminishes.

It has been observed that the a grain size has an important effect
on the overall kinetics of the lamellar transformation and the
critical cooling rate of the massive to lamellar transition [23]. This is
explained by the fact that g lamellae preferentially nucleate on
grain boundaries due to lattice defects and possible segregation of
alloying elements. A smaller grain size results therefore in higher
nucleation rates and consequently faster kinetics of the lamellar
transformation. It has also been reported in Ref. [23] that a smaller
a grain size leads to a higher critical cooling rate for the formation
of massive g.

3. Description of the model

The lamellar and massive transformations are described with
two distinct models, which are first presented separately before
detailing the method used to couple them. Both the massive and
the lamellar models are aimed at predicting the kinetics of a phase
transformation based on the initial composition, a grain size and
cooling path. The aspects associated with particle impingement
and competition of the coexisting phases for space or nucleation
sites are addressed in Section 3.3 dedicated to coupling.

3.1. Massive model

3.1.1. Nucleation of massive g

Based on the reported observations [12,22], massive g grains are
assumed to nucleate heterogeneously at a/a grain boundaries. The
volumetric nucleation rate is calculated with the following
expression coming from classical nucleation theory:

JV
gM
¼ JS0
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SVsaexp
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where JS0
gM

is a prefactor expressing the number of potential
nucleation sites per unit area of grain boundaries and Qat is the
activation energy for the atomic mobility. The activation energy for
the formation of a stable atom cluster, DGnucl

gM
, is given by:
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where f gM

q
is the wetting factor for heterogeneous nucleation of

massive g, sag is the interfacial energy and DGa/gM
V ðXa; TÞ is the

volumetric driving pressure illustrated in Fig. 1. The latter is
obtained from a CALPHAD approach (Thermo-Calc [24]) based on
the actual atomic fraction of Al of the parent a phase, Xa, and
temperature.

The factor SV in Eq. (1) represents the surface density of grain
boundaries which scales as the inverse of the average grain radius,
Rgrain. In the calculations SV will be taken equal to 3=Rgrain which
corresponds to the assumption of a spherical grain shape. The
volumetric nucleation rate, JV

gM
, depends therefore on the a grain

size, as it is expected for this phase transformation.
The symbol sa denotes a weighting factor which accounts for the

surface fraction of grain boundary that is still available for nucle-
ation. It expresses the coverage of potential nucleation sites by the
already formed microstructures. The method used to calculate sa

will be described in Section 3.3.

3.1.2. Growth of massive g

The massive g grains are assumed to grow as hemispheres at
a growth rate given by the Burke–Turnbull expression for interface-
controlled reactions [25]:



Fig. 1. Definition of the driving pressures for the a/g massive transformation,
DGa/gM

V , and for the nucleation of g lamellae, DGa/gL
V , for a given temperature and

a composition, Xa .
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where M0 is a mobility parameter, Qa=g is the activation energy for
atomic transfer through the interface and Vm is the molar volume.
As for nucleation, the driving pressure of the massive phase
transformation depends on the temperature and composition of
the parent a phase.

The volume fraction of massive g is calculated with the method
described by Hunt [26] in order to account for continuous nucle-
ation without having to track the entire grain size distribution. The
amount of massive g formed during a time interval Dt is calculated
based on the first, second and third momentum of the grain size
distribution as follows:

n0 ¼ nþ JV
gM

Dt (4)

DR ¼ vgM
Dt (5)

nR0 ¼ nRþ n0DR (6)

nR20 ¼ nR2 þ 2nR0DR (7)

nR30 ¼ nR3 þ 3nR20DR (8)

where the prime symbol stands for updated quantities after the
time increment, n is the volumetric density of massive g grains, DR
is the radius increment of the grains and nR, nR2,nR3 are the first,
second and third momentum of the grain radius distribution,
respectively.

As massive grains grow as hemispheres the increment of the
extended volume fraction of the massive phase is given by:

DfgM
¼ 2

3
p
�

nR30 � nR3
�

(9)
which does not include the impingement of the growing phase
with itself or other particles. The conversion of DfgM

to actual
variations of volume fractions will be presented in the section
dedicated to the coupling scheme.

Similarly, one can calculate the variation of the extended surface
fraction, D3gM

, which corresponds to the proportion of grain
boundaries occupied by massive grains if particle impingement is
neglected. Considering that massive grains grow as discs on the
grain boundary where they nucleated, one obtains:

D3gM
¼ p

SV

�
nR20 � nR2

�
(10)

This quantity is used to account for the extinction of nucleation
sites due to grain boundary coverage by the growing phase.

The a / a2 ordering transformation is not directly modelled in
this work. However, it is considered to be substantially faster than
the massive transformation. In order to incorporate the competi-
tion between the massive transformation and the ordering trans-
formation, massive growth is stopped when the T0 temperature of
the a / a2 ordering transformation is reached.
3.2. Lamellar model

3.2.1. Nucleation of g lamellae
The model describing the lamellar microstructure is based on

a similar approach as the massive model. The nucleation rate is
calculated with the following expression:
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where J0
gL

is a prefactor expressing the lineal density of potential
nucleation sites and sa is the surface fraction of grain boundaries
uncovered by transformation products. The driving pressure of the
precipitation reaction, DGa/gL

V , is obtained dynamically from the
thermodynamic database as a function of the temperature and
matrix composition. This quantity is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The lineal nucleation rate given by Eq. (11) allows us to calculate
the number of lamellae per unit length, which is also the inverse of
the lamellar spacing, 1/l, and update it at each time increment:

1
l0
¼ 1

l
þ Jl

gL
Dt (13)

3.2.2. Lamellar growth
Lamellae are assumed to grow in the form of colonies devel-

oping from the boundaries towards the interior of the grain. A
classical expression for the longitudinal growth rate of plate-like
precipitates is used to estimate the expansion rate of the colony.
Neglecting the capillary effects the growth rate at lamella edges is
given by:

vlengthening
gL

¼
~Da

�
X0 � X*

a

�
b
�

X*
g � X*

a

� 1
r

(14)

where r is the edge radius of the plates, b is a geometrical factor, X0
is the nominal atomic fraction of Al, and X*

a and X*
g are the
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equilibrium atomic fraction of Al in a and g at the current
temperature, respectively.

The interdiffusion coefficient of Al in a, ~Da, is obtained with the
following expression:

~Da ¼ X*
aDAl

0 exp
�
�QAl=RT

�
þ
�

1� X*
a

�
DTi

0 exp
�
�QTi=RT

�
(15)

where DAl
0 , DTi

0 , QAl and QTi are parameters of thermally activated
expressions for the self-diffusion coefficients.

It is assumed that the lamellar colonies grow from the grain
boundaries towards the interior of the grain and have a uniform
thickness, lcolony, which is calculated by integration of Eq. (14). The
colony thickness is given by the maximum length of the lamellae,
i.e. the length of the first nucleated lamella. It should be noticed
that the concept of colony introduced in this model differs some-
what from the usual definition of lamellar colonies. In the model,
the lamellar colonies refer to the regions in the a grain that are
potentially affected by the growth of g lamellae growing from
the grain boundaries. This concept is essentially used to define the
proportion of the a matrix that is chemically affected by the
precipitation of g.

Under these assumptions, the extended volume fraction of
lamellar colonies is given by:

f ¼
R3

grain �
�

Rgrain � lcolony

�3

R3
grain

(16)

The possible impingement of lamellar colonies with other micro-
structures, which is not included in this expression, will be pre-
sented in Section 3.3.

The thickening of the lamellae is considered as a one-dimen-
sional diffusion problem which can be described with a Zener
model [27] as illustrated in Fig. 2. The following coupled equations
are solved:

w
�
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where d is the depth of the boundary diffusion layer in the a matrix,
w is the thickness of the g lamellae, vthickening

gL
is the interface

velocity and Xcol
aþgL

is the average atomic fraction of Al in the
lamellar colony.

To account for the fact that g lamellae grow by a ledge mecha-
nism, a geometrical factor h/l is introduced into the interface solute
balance (Eq. (18)). This factor, which represents the height over
length ratio of the ledges, was estimated from TEM observations
[28,29] and set to 0.02 for all calculations.
a b

col
α+γL

Fig. 2. Schematic Al concentration profile during the lateral growth of g lamel
When wþ d reaches half of the lamellar spacing, l/2, the diffu-
sion layers of two adjacent lamellae start to interact. Growth is then
described with another set of equations:

w
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where Xb is the Al atomic fraction in the centre of the a region (see
Fig. 2b).

The variation of the extended volume fraction of lamellar g is
given by:

Dfcol
gL
¼ 2gcolvthickening

gL
Dt=l (21)

where gcol is the volume fraction of lamellar colonies.
3.3. Competition between the lamellar and massive microstructures

The principles used to describe microstructure competition are
schematically shown in Fig. 3. As cooling proceeds the parent
a phase transforms progressively into lamellar colonies and/or
massive g grains. Besides g precipitates the lamellar colonies
include also some a phase which is no longer at nominal
concentration since g precipitation depletes the matrix in Al. As g
lamellae thicken much slower than they lengthen, the colony may
contain a very large amount of a phase. This is particularly
pronounced with the definition of colonies used in this approach,
where all the regions that can possibly be reached by g lamellae
growing from the boundaries are considered to be part of the
colony. With such a definition, massive g can well nucleate and
grow inside the so-called colony as a may be only slightly depleted
in Al. The massive model is therefore applied to two distinct
regions which correspond to the a phase outside and inside the
colonies.

The microstructure is assumed to be composed of five constit-
uents: lamellar g, massive g outside the colonies, massive g inside
the colonies, remaining a outside the colonies and remaining
a inside the colonies. In the equations presented hereafter the
volume fractions of the different constituents listed above are
denoted with the following notation: gcol

gL
, gout

gM
, gcol

gM
, gout

a ,gcol
a where

the exponents ‘‘out’’ and ‘‘col’’ stand for outside and inside the
colonies, respectively. Similarly, a fraction of occupied surface on
grain boundaries is defined for each constituent: scol

gL
, sout

gM
, scol

gM
, sout

a
and scol

a . The following equations are always satisfied:

gcol
gL
þ gout

gM
þ gcol

gM
þ gout

a þ gcol
a ¼ 1 (22)
lae before (a) and after (b) impingement of the diffusion boundary layers.



Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the modelling approach used to address the
competition between the microstructure constituents.
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scol
gL
þ sout

gM
þ scol

gM
þ sout

a þ scol
a ¼ 1 (23)

The competition between the different microstructures is described
with an incremental procedure over time. The operations performed
during a time interval can be decomposed into 4 steps: (1) nucle-
ation of g lamellae and expansion of the colonies, (2) thickening of g
lamellae in the colonies, (3) nucleation and growth of massive g
outside the colonies, (4) nucleation and growth of massive g inside
the colonies. The average concentration of a inside the colonies, Xcol

a ,
and the average concentration of lamellar g and a in the colonies
Xcol

aþgL
are updated after each step as these quantities are used to

calculate the nucleation and growth rates. The variation of volume
fractions corresponding to steps 1–4 within a given time interval are
denoted with an additional index: #1, #2, #3 and #4.

During each step the extended surface and volume fractions
obtained from the massive or lamellar models are converted into
actual volume and surface fractions taking into account the presence
of the other phases. The method relies on statistical rules which are
essentially based of the concept of particle impingement developed
by Avrami [30]. More precisely, the volume fraction increments are
obtained by multiplying the corresponding extended volume
increment by an impingement factor, the latter being defined as the
probability for a moving interface to be free of any obstacle.

The sequence of operations performed during a time interval
can be described as follows.

Step 1: nucleation of g lamellae and expansion of the colonies. The
nucleation rate of the g lamellae is calculated with Eqs. (11) and
(12), using sa ¼ sout

a þ scol
a to account for the coverage of the

nucleation sites, and a driving pressure calculated for the average
concentration of a inside the colonies, Xcol

a . The lamellar spacing is
then updated with Eq. (13). The expansion rate, vlengthening

gL
, and the

corresponding variation of extended volume fraction of the colo-
nies, Dfcolony

#1 , are calculated with Eqs. (14) and (16), respectively.
As lamellar colonies can only grow at the expense of the a
phase located outside, the impingement factor is taken as
gout

a =ðgout
gM
þ gout

a Þ. This expression is based on the assumption that
the only possible obstacles for the growth of the colony are massive
g particles that are homogeneously distributed in the region
outside the colony. The fact that massive g nucleate predominantly
at grain boundaries is not considered in this approach of particle
impingement. This simplification is justified by the fact that once
the conditions for the massive transformation are met, massive g
particles grow very rapidly and almost immediately stop the
lamellar colonies, regardless of their spatial distribution. The
volume fraction variations associated with the expansion of the
lamellar colony are obtained with the following expressions:

Dgcol
#1 ¼ �Dgout

a;#1 ¼ gout
a =

�
gout

gM
þ gout

a

�
Dfcol

#1 (24)

Dgcol
gM;#1 ¼ Dgout

gM;#1 ¼ 0 (25)

Dgcol
a;#1 ¼ gcol

a =
�

gcol
gL
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a

�
Dgcol

#1 (26)

Dgcol
gL ;#1 ¼ gcol

gL
=
�

gcol
gL
þ gcol

a

�
Dgcol

#1 (27)

These equations are based on the assumptions that the volume
fraction of massive g is not affected by the expansion of the colonies
and that the proportions of lamellar g and a within the colonies
remain constant. A similar method is used to update the surface
fraction of the colony at grain boundaries assuming that the
extended surface fraction of lamellar colonies is equal to its
extended volume fraction.

As the average concentration of a inside the colony, Xcol
a , is not

necessarily equal to that of the captured volume, it is corrected by
an amount DXcol

a;#1. By assuming equal densities for all microstruc-
ture constituents, DXcol

a;#1 is obtained with the following solute
balance:

Dgcol
#1X0 ¼ Dgcol

gL;#1X*
g þ Dgcol

a;#1

�
Xcol

a þ DXcol
a;#1

�
þ gcol

a DXcol
a;#1

(28)

The average concentration in the lamellar colonies is then
recalculated:

Xcol
aþg ¼

�
gcol

g L þ Dgcol
g L;#1

�
X*

g þ
�

gcol
a þ Dgcol

a;#1

��
Xcol

a þ DXcol
a;#1

�
(29)

Step 2: thickening of g lamellae. The thickening of g lamellae in
the colony is calculated with Eqs. (17–21). The impingement factor
is taken as gcol

a =ðgcol
gM
þ gcol

a Þ, which means that the g lamellae only
thicken at the expense of a located within the colony and that
impingement with other lamellae is neglected. The latter
assumption is justified by the fact that the lamellae are parallel. The
volume fraction variations corresponding to this step of the algo-
rithm are given by:

Dgcol
gL ;#2 ¼ �Dgcol

a;#2 ¼ gcol
a =

�
gcol

gM
þ gcol

a

�
Dfcol

gL ;#2 (30)

Dgcol
gM;#2 ¼ Dgout

gM;#2 ¼ Dgout
a;#2 ¼ 0 (31)

where Dfcol
gL ;#2 is obtained from Eq. (21).

A similar method is used to update the surface fraction of
lamellar g at grain boundaries assuming that the extended surface
fraction of g lamellae varies in the same way as the extended
volume fraction.

The variation of the average concentration in a within the
colony due to thickening of the g plates, DXcol

a;#2, is calculated by
performing a solute balance over the a and g lamellae, assuming
that the average concentration in the lamellar colony, Xcol

aþgL
, is left

unchanged.

�
gcol

gL
þ Dgcol

gL ;#2

�
X*

g þ
�

gcol
a þ Dgcol

a;#2

��
Xcol

a þ DXcol
a;#2

�
¼
�

gcol
gL
þ gcol

a

�
Xcol

aþgL
(32)
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Step 3: nucleation and growth of massive g outside the colonies.
The nucleation rate and the variation of extended volume and
surface fractions of massive grains growing outside the colonies,
Dfout

gM ;#3 and D3out
gM ;#3, are calculated with Eqs. (9) and (10) using

sa ¼ sout
a to account for grain boundary coverage in Eq. (1) and the

nominal composition Xout
a ¼ X0 for the calculation of the driving

force. The variations of the volume fractions are calculated with the
assumption of a random spatial distribution of the transformed
regions:

Dgout
gM;#3 ¼ �Dgout

a;#3 ¼ gout
a Dfout

gM;#3 (33)

Dgcol
gL ;#3 ¼ Dgcol

a;#3 ¼ Dgcol
gM;#3 ¼ 0 (34)

and similarly for the surface fraction:

Dsout
gM;#3 ¼ �Dsout

a;#3 ¼ sout
a D3out

gM;#3 (35)

Dscol
gL ;#3 ¼ Dscol

a;#3 ¼ Dscol
gM;#3 ¼ 0 (36)

Step 4: nucleation and growth of massive g inside the colonies. The
same procedure as in step (3) is used to calculate the variation of
the volume and surface fractions of massive g growing inside the
colonies, Dgcol

gM;#4 and Dscol
gM ;#4, except for the coverage factor of Eq.

(1) which is taken as sa ¼ scol
a and the driving force which is

calculated based on the actual composition of a in the colony, Xcol
a .

Since there is no solute partitioning taking place during massive
growth, newly formed massive g always inherits the current
composition of the a phase, Xcol

a . Solute redistribution within
massive g formed at different compositions is not considered due to
the fast kinetics of this reaction.
Fig. 4. Ti–Al phase diagram used for the calculations. Drawn with Thermo-Calc [24]
and the database SSOL4 from SGTE Solutions Database.
4. Experimental

Heat treatment experiments have been carried out in order to
measure the transformation kinetics and produce samples for
microstructure analysis. The experiments consisted of heating up
TiAl samples in the a phase field and cooling down with various
rates. The objective is to measure the starting and ending
temperatures of the phase transformations and analyze the
microstructure in terms of volume fraction of constituents and
lamellar spacing. The experiments were conducted inside a differ-
ential scanning calorimeter (DSC) chamber or in an infrared
furnace. Both instruments work in a protective atmosphere and
have the capability to register the temperature history of the
sample during the thermal cycle. The experiments were conducted
on a Ti–48 at% Al alloy produced by powder metallurgy. This alloy
was characterized in detail by Dudzinski et al. in terms of chemistry
and production procedure [31].

The samples used for the heat treatment experiments carried
out in the DSC apparatus were small discs of 40 mg machined out
from cylindrical bars by electric discharged machining (EDM). The
samples were placed inside a 300 mg alumina crucible and an
empty crucible was employed as a reference. A 5 ml/min flow of
Argon was used as a protective atmosphere.

The thermal cycle consisted of ramping the temperature up
to 1385 �C at a rate of 0.33 �C/s, holding for 300 s and cooling
down at a controlled rate of 0.33 �C/s or, alternatively, letting
the system cool down naturally, which corresponds to
a decreasing cooling rate from 1.6 �C/s at 1350 �C to 1.33 �C/s at
1100 �C and 0.66 �C/s at 700 �C. The starting and ending
temperatures were determined from the dips that could be
clearly identified in the curves of the cooling rate reported as
a function of time. The results were then reported on a contin-
uous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram.
As the cooling rate in the DSC apparatus (NETZSCH 404C) is
limited to approximately 1.7 �C/s, additional experiments were
carried out in an infrared furnace (ULVAC-RIKO VST-E48) which
allows for fast heating and cooling. The set up was modified in
order to perform heat treatment under vacuum. The temperature
was measured continuously by a B type thermocouple which was
spot-welded at the surface of a 0.025 mm thick 99.9%Ta foil
wrapped around the sample to prevent surface reactions.

The samples for the optical microscopy were polished with
colloidal silica and etched with a 25 ml HNO3þ 2 ml HFþ 50 ml
glycerineþ 25 ml H2O solution in order to reveal the a and g phases
according to the procedure described in Ref. [32]. SEM/BS obser-
vations were performed on the polished samples before etching.

The lamellar spacing was measured in SEM using the back-
scattered secondary electron mode. The measurements were per-
formed by a semiautomatic method based on the extraction of the
average grey level from the SEM images. The spacing was measured
by counting the intersections between the different grey zones
along lines drawn perpendicularly to the lamellae. The measured
spacings were multiplied by a factor p=4 to correct for the fact that
the apparent spacing in a cross-section is statistically larger than
the true spacing. The method permitted to assess the distribution
of the lamellar spacing in each sample and extract the average
value and the standard deviation.

5. Results and discussion

The model was applied to Ti–47.5 at% Al and Ti–48 at% Al. The
thermodynamic data needed for the calculations, i.e. the driving
pressures and the equilibrium phase compositions X*

a and X*
g, were

taken from Thermo-Calc [24] and the database SSOL4 from SGTE
Solutions Database. The phase diagram corresponding to this data
is shown in Fig. 4. A tabulation procedure of X*

aDGa/gL
V and

X*
gDGa/gM

V vs. temperature and of the driving pressures, DGV and
DGV, vs. temperature and Xa was utilized in order to avoid repeti-
tive calls to Thermo-Calc and the practical difficulties associated
with direct coupling. All the other parameters are listed in Table 1.
The diffusion coefficients were taken from Ref. [33] and the
mobility parameters entering into the Burke–Turnbull expression
for the rate of massive growth (M0 and Qa=g in Eq. (3)) were those



Table 1
Parameters of the calculations

Parameter Source Value Unit

JS0
gM

Adjusted 1.4� 1013 m�2 s�1

f gM

q
Adjusted 0.01 –

J0
gL Adjusted 1.2� 109 m�1 s�1

f gL

q
Adjusted 0.005 –

Qat [12] 2.578� 10�19 J

Qa=g [13] 2.578� 10�19 J

M0 [13] 2.302� 104 m s�1

h=l [28,29] 0.02 –
b – 1.0 –
sag [12] 0.35 J m�2

DAl
0 [33] 6.65� 10�3 m2 s�1

QAl [33] 329,000 J mol�1

DTi
0 [33] 1.35� 10�3 m2 s�1

QTi [33] 303,000 J mol�1
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established by Veeraraghavan et al. based on measurements of the
starting and ending temperatures in Ti–47.5Al [13]. The four
nucleation parameters of the model, JS0

gM
, J0

gL
, f gM

q
and f gL

q
, have been

considered as adjustable parameters as they are virtually impos-
sible to measure. These parameters were determined from the
experimental data obtained in the present work for Ti–48Al and the
data reported in Ref. [13] for massive transformation in Ti–47.5Al.
They were adjusted in order to obtain good agreement between
calculated and measured start temperatures at different cooling
rates. The same set of parameters was then used for all calculations,
assuming it remains valid for other Al contents and a grain sizes.

5.1. CCT diagrams and microstructures

The model was used to construct CCT diagrams for various
compositions and grain sizes by performing successive runs at
different cooling rates. Fig. 5 illustrates the CCT diagrams calculated
for Ti–48 at% Al and Ti–47.5 at% Al and an average a grain size of
Rgrain ¼ 150 mm. The dashed and solid lines are isopleths of the
volume fractions of massive and lamellar phases, respectively.

As can be seen in Fig. 5a, a fully lamellar microstructure is
predicted at low and moderate cooling rates, i.e. for _T < 60 �C/s. The
starting temperature of the lamellar transformation, which can be
defined by the isopleth ggL

¼ 0:1, strongly depends on _T as can be
expected for phase transformations occurring by nucleation and
growth. While the isopleth ggL

¼ 0:1 has a positive slope over the
Fig. 5. Calculated CCT diagrams for Ti–48Al (a) and Ti–47.5Al (b) for an a grain size Rgrain ¼
represented with symbols.
entire range of cooling rates, it can be observed that ggL
¼ 0:9 is

almost horizontal on the right hand side of the diagram. It reflects
the fact that the fraction of lamellar g reaches thermodynamic
equilibrium at very low _T.

For increasing _T lamellar g is gradually replaced by the massive
microstructure. For _T comprised between 60 and 200 �C/s the
lamellar and massive microstructures coexist. The critical cooling
rate to obtain massive g, which can be defined as 50% of massive
microstructure after cooling, is almost the same for Ti–48Al and for
Ti–47.5Al and is about 75 �C/s. Both the massive and the lamellar
start temperatures are substantially lower for Ti–47.5Al than for
Ti–48Al due to the slopes of the T0 and Ta lines in the phase diagram
(see Fig. 4). One can note that the massive transformation starts at
a temperature about 120 �C below T0, which translates the fact that
high undercoolings are required to nucleate and/or grow the
massive phase. At large cooling rates ð _T > 200 �C=sÞ the formation
of lamellar g is no longer expected. The microstructure is, however,
not entirely composed of massive g grains as some a phase is
retained. The amount of retained a increases with the cooling rate.

The start temperatures of the phase transformation determined
experimentally in the DSC and infrared setups and other data from
the literature [13] have also been reported in Fig. 5a and b for the
sake of comparison with the first isopleths of ggL

and ggM
. A good

agreement is obtained over the entire range of cooling rates. This is
naturally due to the fact that the nucleation parameters were
adjusted based on the same set of experimental data. One can note,
however, that good agreement is obtained over a very large range of
cooling rates with only four adjustable nucleation parameters. In
addition, as can be seen in Fig. 6, the model reproduces satisfac-
torily the amounts of retained a estimated from the micrographs
reported in Ref. [13] for Ti–47.5Al in the massive regime. This
information was not used to determine the adjustable parameters.

Micrographs of Ti–48Al samples cooled at 1.6 �C/s (DSC) and
76 �C/s (infrared furnace) are shown in Fig. 7. A fully lamellar
microstructure is obtained at 1.6 �C/s whereas the presence of both
massive and lamellar g is observed at 76 �C/s, which is in agree-
ment with the calculations.
5.2. Lamellar spacing

The lamellar spacings calculated with the model for Ti–48Al are
shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that l is a strong function of _T as it
ranges from 0.1 mm at 30 �C/s to about 6 mm at slow rates. The
average lamellar spacing measured in samples cooled down at 1.6,
150 mm. Experimental start and end temperatures from present work and Ref. [13] are
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22 and 67 �C/s have been reported on the same diagram together
with additional data taken from the literature for the same alloy
[34]. It can be seen that simulation results are in good agreement
with the measurements.

The model can be used to analyze the physical mechanisms
responsible for the observed lð _TÞ dependency. The lamellar spacing
is essentially determined by the nucleation behaviour, as it is directly
related to the density of precipitates. The growth of g lamellae can,
however, also exert an indirect influence on l through a modification
of the nucleation behaviour by space or grain boundary occupation
(extinction of nucleation sites) or by a modification of the nucleation
driving force due to aluminium depletion in a.

At high cooling rates, lamellae have only limited time to thicken
and the a matrix is not much depleted in Al. Consequently, the
driving force for the nucleation of lamellae and the area of grain
boundary available for nucleation remain high. This explains why
the lamellar spacing is a decreasing function of _T . According to the
calculations, at very large cooling rates ð _T > 60 �C=sÞ, l becomes an
increasing function of _T , which is due to the lack of time available
for nucleation. This decrease is probably not realistic and unlikely
to be observed experimentally, as massive g forms at such cooling
rates and other nucleation mechanisms may prevail. In order to
identify the role of Al depletion in the lð _TÞ dependency, a simula-
tion was carried out without considering the influence of the
matrix depletion on the nucleation rate. The result, which is also
shown in Fig. 8, indicates that l is in this case a monotonous
increasing function of _T . This result simply translates the fact that
the total number of lamellae is obtained by time integration of
a continuous nucleation law. It indicates that Al depletion in
Fig. 7. BSE image showing a fully lamellar microstructure in Ti–48Al after cooling at 1.7 �C
lamellar colonies are observed near the grain boundaries while massive g occupies the int
a during g precipitation plays certainly an important role in the lð _TÞ
dependency.
5.3. Competition between lamellar and massive g

As can be seen in the CCT diagrams of Fig. 5, the start temper-
ature of the lamellar transformation decreases at high cooling rates,
i.e. close to the massive regime. In order to distinguish the
respective roles of nucleation and growth in this phenomenon, the
number of lamellae per unit length and the final thickness, w, have
been represented in Fig. 9 as a function of _T . It is observed that the
total number of nuclei, ngL

, increases with _T in the lamellar regime
before diminishing at _T > 60 �C=s, consistently with the mecha-
nisms already discussed for the lð _TÞ dependency. When ngL

starts
decreasing, the overall kinetics of the lamellar transformation
drops, and the transition from lamellar to massive g becomes
possible below T0.

The model takes into account three mechanisms that can lead to
the suppression of the massive transformation when T0 is reached:
the space already occupied by the lamellae, the coverage of massive
nucleation sites at grain boundaries, and the depletion of the
remaining a phase due to lamellar precipitation. The latter effect is
expected to be of particular importance, as the driving pressure of
the massive transformation decreases very rapidly when the Al
content of the a matrix diminishes [35].

Calculations with and without considering the effect of grain
boundary coverage (sa set to either sout

a or 1 in Eq. (1)) have been
carried out as an attempt to isolate this effect. The comparison
showed only small differences in terms of critical cooling rate for
the formation of massive g. It can be concluded that, according to
the simulations, the coverage of the nucleation sites by lamellae is
probably not the dominant mechanism for the suppression of the
massive transformation.

The respective role of space occupation by lamellae and Al
depletion in a is more difficult to analyze as they are closely related.
The final average concentration in a (or a2) after cooling, Xcol

a , is
shown in Fig. 9 as a function of _T . It shows that Xcol

a is as small as
0.37 at low cooling rates, which is consistent with a transformation
taking place close to thermodynamic equilibrium. Massive g can
obviously not form in this case as the microstructure is in equilib-
rium when T0 is reached. As already pointed out by Lefebvre et al.
[36], the theoretical limit for the a/gM transformation is given by
Xcol

a > Xmin
gM

, where Xmin
gM

is defined by the intersection of the two T0

lines of the a/a2 and a/gM reactions (see Fig. 4). If the Al content
in a is sufficiently diminished by the growth of g lamellae to reach
Xmin

gM
, the massive transformation is likely to be suppressed by the

a/a2 ordering reaction. This condition is verified in Fig. 9 where
/s from the a field (a) and optical micrograph of Ti–48Al cooled at 76� K/s (b). In (b)
erior of the grains.



Fig. 8. Lamellar spacing as a function of the cooling rate measured for Ti–48Al and
calculated for Ti–46Al, Ti–47Al and Ti–48Al.
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the massive microstructure is observed only for Xcol
a > 0:45.

This concentration is about 0.01 larger than Xmin
gM

due to the
undercooling that is necessary to nucleate the massive phase
(about 120 �C).

The Al depletion in untransformed a predicted by the model
depends on the assumption made for the lengthening velocity of the
colonies, i.e. on the choice of parameter b in Eq. (14). At low b the
colony expansion is fast as compared to the thickening rate and the
solute depletion is distributed over a large volume of a. In the
opposite situation of high b and slow expansion, solute depletion is
concentrated on a small volume of a and thermodynamic equilib-
rium is quickly reached within the colony. At large lengthening rates
the influence of b on the proportion of massive and lamellar g tends
to saturate. This is due to the fact that the volume fraction of
lamellar g is in any case low during the expansion of the colonies.
The concentrations of a inside and outside of the colonies are
therefore almost identical and massive g can form indistinctly inside
or outside the colonies. In the calculations presented here relatively
fast lengthening kinetics were adopted (b¼ 1). This can be seen in
Fig. 6 where the amount of lamellar g, ggL

, is rather low when gcolð _TÞ
Fig. 9. Calculated final average thickness of the lamellae, w, number of lamellae per
unit length, ngL

, and composition of massive g and a2 as a function of the cooling rate.
starts to drop. With such a choice, the sensitivity of ggM
and ggL

with
respect to b is very low, and the distinction between massive g
formed inside and outside the colonies becomes somewhat artifi-
cial. Dedicated experiments such as quenching the microstructure at
different stages would be needed to better evaluate the colony
expansion rate and make this distinction less arbitrary. On the other
hand other morphologies such as Widmanstätten and feathery g are
likely to form in the transition regime. These morphologies are not
included in the presented model.

5.4. Influence of alloy composition and a grain size

The model has been used to study the effect of the alloy
composition and grain size on the CCT diagram. Fig. 10 shows the
predicted CCT diagram for Ti–46Al. As can be seen, the massive
volume fraction can hardly exceed 30% for this composition. The
reason is that the difference between the T0 temperatures for the
a/gM and a/a2 reactions is only 150 �C for this composition, or
in other words, the nominal composition is close to the theoretical
limit, Xmin

gM
, mentioned previously.

As nucleation of both lamellar and massive g take place
predominantly at grain boundaries, the a grain size is potentially an
important influencing factor for the kinetics of the phase trans-
formations. The effect on the critical cooling rate for the transition
from lamellar to massive g is, however, not obvious since both
morphologies develop from the grain boundaries. Fig. 11 shows
a calculated CCT diagram for Ti–47.5Al using a grain size of
Rgrain ¼ 400 mm. By comparing cautiously with Fig. 5b, which was
obtained with Rgrain ¼ 150 mm, one can observe that a larger grain
size slightly depletes the calculated starting temperature of both
the lamellar and massive transformations. Also, the critical cooling
rate obtained with the model is slightly lower for Rgrain ¼ 400 mm
than for 150 mm. According to the simulations, the influence of the
a grain size remains, however, small in comparison with the effect
of the composition.

A lower Al content of the alloy is expected to lead to smaller
lamellar spacings for identical cooling conditions. This tendency is
predicted with the model as can be seen in Fig. 8 where the
calculated spacing in Ti–46Al can be compared with those of
Ti–47Al and Ti–48Al. The influence of composition on l is explained
by the fact that the temperature of transformation increases with
the Al content. At high temperature growth is substantially faster as
Fig. 10. Calculated CCT diagram for Ti–46Al and an a grain size Rgrain ¼ 150 mm.



Fig. 11. Calculated CCT diagram for Ti–47.5Al and an a grain size Rgrain ¼ 400 mm.
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it is a thermally activated process. Faster nucleation rates are also
expected at high temperature but this effect is relatively limited
due to the rapid decrease of the nucleation driving pressure as
growth proceeds.

6. Conclusion

The modelling approach which has been developed for the
lamellar and massive transformations incorporates the important
mechanisms of these transformations, such as nucleation on grain
boundary, formation of lamellar colonies, influence of a concen-
tration on the driving pressures. The model can describe the tran-
sition from lamellar to massive microstructures in g-TiAl as the
cooling rate increases. Comparisons with experimental data of
transformation temperatures, lamellar spacing and phase propor-
tions showed good agreement. The model was exploited to inves-
tigate the mechanisms of competition between nucleation and
growth and between lamellar and massive g. The main outcome of
this study can be summarized as follows:

� At high cooling rate, the g lamellae have only limited time to
nucleate and grow before the T0 temperature of the a / g
massive transformation is reached. The massive microstructure
is therefore promoted by three factors: (i) the amount of
untransformed a is still high at T0, (ii) the concentration of
untransformed a is still close to the nominal value, (iii) many
nucleation sites are still available at grain boundaries.
According to the simulations, the third factor seems to have
only a limited influence.
� The aluminium depletion in untransformed a associated with

the lamellar precipitation can drastically reduce the driving
pressure for the massive transformation. The massive trans-
formation is suppressed when the concentration in a becomes
close to the theoretical limit given by the intersection of the T0

lines of the a/a2 and a/gM reactions.
� A high aluminium content of the alloy tends to favour the

massive transformation. However, according to the simula-
tions, the critical cooling rate to obtain massive g seems almost
independent of the nominal composition in binary alloys.
� A high aluminium content of the alloy tends to lead to larger

lamellar spacings. This effect is associated with the tempera-
ture of transformation.
� A smaller grain size accelerates both the lamellar and the
massive transformations. According to the simulations, the
grain size has almost no effect on the critical cooling rate to
obtain massive g, as both microstructures develop faster.

In the model a distinction is introduced between massive
growing outside and inside the lamellar colonies, which are
considered in this approach as the a regions that are depleted in Al.
Currently this distinction is somehow arbitrary as data on the
expansion rate of the lamellar colonies are missing. Dedicated
experiments would be needed to better exploit this aspect of the
model. Currently the model is limited to binary alloys. Extension to
multi-component systems is underway. This is an important step
towards the application of the model to industrially relevant TiAl
alloys and towards incorporation into casting and heat treatment
simulation packages.
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